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Angel Ariel says that every doorway to your destiny that you pass through in life contains 
a threshold that you must step over. And each threshold is a fear that you have come into 
this lifetime to master. 
 
The beauty of IET is that whenever you move through one of the doorways to your 
destiny, you have all of the angelic energy and self-healing techniques needed to master 
the fear so that you can pass through the doorway and move even further along your life's 
spiritual journey.  
 
Taking the IET Trainers class, receiving the Trainers attunement and being empowered to 
teach the IET Master-Instructor class was a major doorway to your destiny that you have 
passed though brilliantly. 
 
A next doorway to your destiny is to enact your empowerment as an IET Trainer and 
teach your first IET Master-Instructor class.  
 
Even though it was your outstanding teaching abilities that led to your being invited to 
become an IET Trainer, it is possible that the prospect of teaching your first IET Master-
Instructor class can bring up for healing feelings of self-doubt and fear about your 
teaching abilities and even temporarily undermine your self-confidence. This can result in 
your not offering an IET Master-Instructor class or not receiving registrations from 
students when you do offer a class. If you are experiencing this you are not alone. Other 
Trainers before you have experienced this as well.  
 
Here are some techniques that other IET Trainers have used to help them move through 
the doorway to their destiny and teach their first IET Master-Instructor class. 
 
Keep teaching Basic, Intermediate and Advanced IET students: most IET students 
prefer to take the IET Master-Instructor class from the same teacher who taught them the 
Basic, Intermediate and Advanced level IET classes. 
 
Set a date for your IET Master-Instructor class that is perfect for you: anchor the 
energy of your IET Master-Instructor class by selecting a date and a teaching venue that 
is perfect for you. We have found that setting a date 3 to 6 months out is most successful. 
 
Advertise your IET Master-Instructor class: After setting the date, give your students 
plenty of notice about your class by advertising it. Make sure you post both the date, and 
the details of your class on the LearnIET.com website (create a class details page) as soon 
as you have them. If you need any help, our office staff is happy to help you make it 
happen! Also use Facebook and other social media platforms to let your community 
know about your class. Send flyers about your class to your Basic, Intermediate and 
Advanced level IET students. Use energetic advertising (Sacred Heartnet Technique and 
Blessing Bowl Technique) to let the universe and angelic realm know of your plans. 
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Review the Master-Instructor class as a home study: immerse yourself in the energy 
and techniques of the IET Master-Instructor class by listening to the Study with Stevan 
IET Master-Instructor audio program. As you listen to the presentation of the Master-
Instructor class, you can even follow along with the teaching script in Section 3 of the 
IET Trainers Guide. 
 
Review the Master-Instructor class being taught by another IET Trainer: ask a 
Trainer in your area if you could sit in on their class and be their assistant to be a student 
practice partner if there are an odd number of students and to help out during the class as 
needed. 
 
Co-Teach the IET Master-Instructor class with another Trainer: some Trainers find 
that co-teaching the IET Master-Instructor class with another Trainer gives them the 
added self-confidence they need to enable them to teach their first IET Master-Instructor 
class. 
 
Give yourself regular IET Master-Instructor self-treatments: give yourself 5 minute 
empowerment sessions or full IET sessions on a regular basis to clear your fear and 
strengthen your human energy field. 
 
Get IET Treatments from other IET Practitioners: while self-treatments are powerful, 
receiving IET Treatments from other IET Practitioners can be even more powerful.  
 
The beauty about our doorways to our destiny is that once you pass though them, the fear 
that you had before you passed over the threshold is gone. Once you have taught your 
first IET Master-Instructor class you will look back and say "what was I afraid of"? You 
can then even reach out and help one of your fellow Trainers to master their fears!  
 


